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Background: There is a need for a specific atherosclerotic risk
assessment for people living with HIV (PLWH).

Setting: A machine learning classification model was applied to
PLWH and control subjects with low-to-intermediate cardiovascular
risks to identify associative predictors of diagnosed carotid artery
plaques. Associations with plaques were made using strain elastog-
raphy in normal sections of the common carotid artery and
traditional cardiovascular risk factors.

Methods: One hundred two PLWH and 84 control subjects were
recruited from the prospective Canadian HIV and Aging Cohort Study
(57 6 8 years; 159 men). Plaque presence was based on clinical
ultrasound scans of left and right common carotid arteries and internal
carotid arteries. A classification task for identifying subjects with
plaque was defined using random forest (RF) and logistic regression
models. Areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves
(AUC-ROCs) were applied to select 5 among 50 combinations of 4
or less features yielding the highest AUC-ROCs.

Results: To retrospectively classify individuals with and without
plaques, the 5 most discriminant combinations of features had
AUC-ROCs between 0.76 and 0.79. AUC-ROCs from RF were
statistically significantly higher than those obtained with logistic
regressions (P = 0.0001). The most discriminant features of RF
classifications in PLWH were age, smoking status, maximum axial
strain and pulse pressure (equal weights), and sex and antiretroviral
therapy exposure (equal weights). When considering the whole
population, the HIV status was identified as a cofactor associated
with carotid artery plaques.

Conclusions: Strain elastography adds to traditional cardiovascular
risk factors for identifying individuals with carotid artery plaques.

Key Words: carotid atherosclerosis, carotid artery plaque, ultrasound
imaging, ultrasound strain elastography, cardiovascular risk factors
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INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are still the leading

cause of death worldwide.1 In the case of people living with
HIV (PLWH), the risk of developing CVDs is 2 times higher
than in the general population.2 This elevated risk remains
after accounting for common risk factors in PLWH such as
smoking, dyslipidemia, or hypertension.3 As the global
burden of HIV-associated CVD tripled from 1990 to 2015,2

a scientific statement of the American Heart Association has
established the need for an atherosclerotic risk assessment and
prevention approach that is specific to PLWH.3

The common carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT)
evaluated in B-mode ultrasound (US) has long been used to
assess subclinical atherosclerosis. cIMT was shown to be
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associated with future vascular events in a nonlinear way4 and
to add in risk stratification for the occurrence of CVDs in
asymptomatic individuals at intermediate cardiovascular
risk.5 However, it was also shown that adding cIMT to
traditional cardiovascular risk prediction models did not
statistically significantly increase the model performance6 or
that the improvement was unlikely to be of clinical impor-
tance.7 Also, it is unclear if cIMT progresses differently in
PLWH than in control subjects with reports showing similar
progression on one hand8 or greater progression on the other
hand.9 Carotid artery plaque assessment has also been used to
characterize atherosclerosis because a different pathophysiol-
ogy underlies plaque development compared with cIMT
thickening.10 Carotid plaque presence, a more advanced stage
in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis,11 was shown to be
stronger than cIMT in predicting strokes12 and coronary
artery disease events.13 It was also shown that increased cIMT
did not predict new plaque development in a prospective
analysis after accounting for vascular risk factors.14 In the
case of PLWH, higher rates of progression of carotid artery
plaque and thicker cIMT were found when compared with
control subjects; however, over time, when cIMT progression
did not differ between groups, new focal carotid artery plaque
occurrence was higher in PLWH.15 In individuals with low-
to-moderate cardiovascular risk, higher carotid plaque occur-
rence was associated with HIV status when no difference was
detected in cIMT measurements.16

US-based strain imaging provides novel biomarkers
that quantify the motion and deformation of the carotid artery
wall induced by blood pulsation.17,18 Strain imaging has a
wide variety of applications in CVD assessment: aortic strain
has been used to evaluate early vascular changes,19 whereas
myocardial strain and aortic stiffness have been associated
with heart failure prognosis.20,21 Carotid strain imaging is
noninvasive and produces local measurements related to
arterial elasticity compared with pulse wave velocity that
assesses arterial elasticity globally.22 Strains can be estimated
within internal and common carotid artery walls and pla-
ques.23 Smaller translation and strain of the carotid artery wall
were measured using this method in PLWH compared with
age-matched controls, indicating premature arterial stiffening
in the former population.16 Other US-based approaches for
indirectly assessing vascular wall elasticity have also found
increased arterial rigidity in PLWH.24–26

Because US strain imaging could detect premature
atherosclerosis better than cIMT in PLWH and other popula-
tions,16,17 we investigated if it could be associated with plaque
presence in PLWH having low-to-moderate cardiovascular
risk. For this purpose, a machine learning strategy was used
because it has been shown to significantly improve the
accuracy of cardiovascular risk prediction compared with
traditional statistical models.27 We retrospectively classified
individuals with and without plaque with features that would
be available for prospective evaluations. A control HIV
negative population was used for comparison. Traditional
cardiovascular risk factors, clinical US measures, and US
strain imaging biomarkers were used as inputs in classification
models. Machine learning based on random forest (RF) and
logistic regression (LR) classifications were tested.

METHODS

Study Participants
One hundred two PLWH and 84 control subjects were

prospectively recruited from the Canadian HIV and Aging
Cohort Study.28 Inclusion criteria consisted of (1) being at
least 40 years of age for both groups or having lived with HIV
infection for at least 15 years for PLWH subjects, (2) having a
life expectancy of at least 1 year, (3) having a low-to-
intermediate cardiovascular risk defined as a 10-year Fra-
mingham score between 5% and 20%, and (4) being free of
clinically overt CVD.29 The life expectancy criterion was left
at the judgment of the recruiting physician and it was
included to consider the prospective nature of the Canadian
HIV and Aging Cohort Study cohort with follow-up visits.
This study has received approval from the institutional review
board on ethics of the Centre Hospitalier de l’Université de
Montréal. Written informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

All recruited individuals had standardized interviews
and blood sample collection during their research visit.
Eighteen clinical variables were retained for the current
retrospective machine learning study: age, sex, HIV status,
Framingham risk score, creatinine level, low-density lipopro-
tein cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, heart
rate during US scan, pulse pressure, systolic and diastolic
blood pressures, high waist circumference, diabetes status,
hypertension status, statin usage, smoking status, pack-years
(pack-years is the product of the number of packs of cigarettes
smoked per day by the number of years the person has
smoked), and physical activity level. Covariables specific to
HIV were also considered, namely antiretroviral therapy
(ART) exposure and duration, HIV duration, CD4+ T-cell
count, and ratio of CD4+ to CD8+ cell count.

Clinical US and Strain Imaging
Each participant had a standard clinical duplex color

and pulsed Doppler US examination, followed by US radio-
frequency (USRF) image acquisitions for strain imaging.
Clinical scans on longitudinal views of left and right common
carotid arteries (CCAs) and internal carotid arteries (ICAs)
were performed using a IU22 US system (Philips Healthcare,
11-L-3 probe) to identify diseased artery segments and grade
the severity of atherosclerotic plaques. Acquired image
features were CCA and ICA Doppler velocities at peak
systole and end-diastole. The resistivity index30 and stenosis
percentage31 were computed from Doppler velocity wave-
forms. The resistivity index was averaged from measurements
on both sides for CCA and ICA. The maximum stenosis
percentage grade (,50%, 50%–69%, .70%) from both sides
of ICA was reported.

USRF acquisitions were performed on arterial walls of
left and right CCA and ICA resulting in 4 cine-loops for each
participant. Longitudinal views of vessels were acquired with
an Aixplorer system (SuperSonic Imagine) using a 256-
element SuperLinear SL15-4 probe. Participants were asked
to hold breath during acquisitions. The frame rate was set to
50 frames per second, and 5-second cine-loops were
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recorded. In postprocessing, contours of a normal portion of
the CCA far wall (free of plaque or calcium) were delineated
in each image of the USRF cine-loop using a semi-automatic
segmentation method.32 The cIMT was computed from
automated segmentations as the mean distance between
contours over the whole acquisition, and averaged over left
and right sides. When plaques were present, they were
delineated using the same semi-automatic segmentation
method to report means from both sides and maximum
thicknesses. When several plaques were present, the mean
thickness of each plaque was first computed; these mean
thicknesses were then averaged. The maximum thickness of
each plaque was also measured; the highest value of all
plaques was reported. The categorical variable defining the
presence of plaque in the machine learning classification was
a portion of the vessel wall thicker than 1 mm and protruding
inside the lumen on near and/or far walls of any artery
segment (left and right CCA and ICA).

Elastography cine-loops of axial and lateral translation
motion maps, strains, and shear strain maps were computed
from the USRF data of the segmented normal wall section of
the CCA on left and right sides.33 These images quantified the
motion and deformation induced by the artery pulsation.
Axial was defined as parallel to the US beam direction,
whereas lateral referred to motion and deformation perpen-
dicular to it. Translations correspond to rigid displacements of
carotid artery wall tissue components occurring during
cardiac cycles. Strain represents either compression or
dilation of the carotid artery wall, whereas shear strain can
be viewed as an angular deformation or change in shape of
carotid artery wall components. Six elastography features,
namely the maximum axial strain (MaxAS) and cumulated
axial strain (CAS), maximum and cumulated axial shear strain
magnitude (MaxjShSj and CjShSj), cumulated axial trans-
lation (CAT), and cumulated lateral translation (CLT), were
extracted from elastograms.16 Elastography features were
averaged over left and right sides.

Associative Prediction Models
A dichotomous classification task for identifying sub-

jects with one or more plaques was defined. Three US image
features (resistivity indices in CCA and ICA, and cIMT), 6
elastography features on normal CCA (MaxAS, CAS,
MaxjShSj, CjShSj, CAT, and CLT), and 18 clinical cova-
riates defined above were selected as inputs into 2 association
prediction models: RF classification and LR. The same task
was also defined using the subset of PLWH, where 5
supplementary clinical biomarkers were available as inputs
(ART exposure, ART duration, HIV duration, CD4+,
and CD4+/CD8+).

RF Classification
Classification of the presence of plaque in CCA or ICA

was first performed with the RF classification model.34 Steps to
realize classification with the selected framework were similar
to those used in Ref. 35. To reduce data dimensionality and
prevent overfitting, features selection was performed using the

G-mean metric (G-mean =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

sensitivity · specificity
p

). The
G-mean has been recommended in the case of imbalance
datasets as expected in the case of carotid plaque presence. The
G-mean was evaluated from classification results of all possible
combinations of 4 or less features among all available ones.
The maximum number of features was determined empirically
to minimize dimensionality, generalization error, and compu-
tation time. Fifty combinations of features with highest G-mean
values were selected for computation of receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves. For each combination, the ROC
curve was computed using stratified “0.632+” bootstrap
samples,36 which yielded areas under each ROC curve
(AUC). Participant data from bootstrap samples were used to
train the classifier, whereas data excluded from the bootstrap
sample were part of test sets. Five combinations of features
with highest AUC-ROC were finally selected.

Logistic Regression
The same framework as described above was used with

LRs. Classifications aimed to predict the presence of plaque
using the same set of 27 or 32 (for PLWH) features. Feature
selection was applied before computing the AUC-ROCs of 50
combinations of 4 or less features with highest G-means.
ROC curves were also estimated with the “0.632+” bootstrap
method.36 Five combinations of features with highest AUC-
ROCs were then selected.

Data Imputation
A proportion of subjects in the database had incomplete

data (at least one feature value missing). A complete case
analysis consists in restricting the dataset to participants with
complete data. Multiple imputation, which is a simulation-
based method for replacing missing data, was alternatively
used to include data from all participants. Multiple imputation
has been shown to provide unbiased estimates of features37 and
to measure outcome effects that are closer to those measured
on a “true” full-dataset than on the complete case dataset.38

Five different datasets were thus imputed using the multivariate
imputation by chained equations (MICE) method.39 Imputed
datasets were identical for nonmissing data entries but differed
in imputed values. Moreover, different types of variables
(continuous or categorical) were handled with MICE. For each
missing entry of a given feature, imputated values were
randomly drawn from the posterior distribution of missing
data, conditional on observed data. All features except plaque
presence and HIV status were used in distribution models. The
classification model was applied independently to the complete
case and to 5 imputed datasets.

Statistical Analyses
Identification of subjects with plaques was performed

with both classification models using all participants or only
PLWH. Statistical analyses, data imputations, and classifica-
tions were conducted with software R (version 3.6.2, 2019; R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, https://
www.r-project.org). Data imputation and RF classification
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used packages “MICE” (version 3.13.0, 2021)39 and “random-
Forest” (version 4.6–14, 2018),40 respectively. A 3-way
analysis of variance with factors of classification model (RF
or LR), database (all subjects or PLWH), and dataset (complete
or imputed) was also performed.

RESULTS
Figures 1 and 2 each shows a B-mode image of a

CCA with superimposed axial strain and axial shear strain
magnitude maps (2 examples among 6 elastography maps
used to quantify the vessel wall mechanical behavior). For
each strain map, average and cumulated time-varying
curves over 3 cardiac cycles are also displayed. Carotid
artery strains displayed in Figure 1 had lower magnitude
than the ones displayed in Figure 2; lower strains are
associated with stiffer arteries.

As presented in Table 1, carotid artery plaques were
observed in 61 among 186 participants; plaque prevalence
was thus 33%. One subject with a plaque had a stenosis
between 50% and 69%, whereas remaining participants

with plaques had stenoses below 50% (one missing data).
The age range was 40–75 years for PLWH and 40–74
years for control subjects. In PLWH (Table 2), 43 of 102
participants had plaques (prevalence of 42%). All features
used in classification models for groups of subjects with
and without plaques are detailed in Tables 1 and 2. There
were statistically significantly higher age, HIV positive
number, Framingham risk score, current and former
smokers, pack-years, cIMT, and CjShSj in individuals
with plaques (Table 1). For clinical biomarkers specific to
PLWH, HIV duration was statistically significantly higher
in individuals with plaques (Table 2). A statistically
significantly higher feature corresponds to a higher aver-
age value or occurrence (for categorical variables) with a
significance level of P , 0.05. At least one feature in
Tables 1 and 2 was missing for 38 subjects (20%),
resulting in a complete case dataset for 148 participants
overall (69 PLWH and 79 control subjects). For each
feature, the number of subjects with missing data is shown
in the fourth column of Tables 1 and 2.

FIGURE 1. Right common carotid artery of a 60-year-old HIV-infected man with low strains. Two-dimensional longitudinal
B-mode image reconstructed from radiofrequency data with axial strain superimposed on the segmented far wall of the carotid
artery (A), and axial strain time-varying curves over 3 cardiac cycles (B). The MaxAS is computed from the maximum of each cycle
(red curve), whereas the CAS is displayed in (B). Panels (C and D) show the axial shear strain magnitude superimposed on the
B-mode image, and time-varying axial shear strain magnitude curves. The MaxjShSj is computed from the maximum of each
cycle (red curve), whereas the CjShSj is displayed in (D). Strains and shear strains were cumulated over each cardiac cycle
independently. Cardiac cycles are delimited by yellow lines on panels (B and D). Color maps depict strain and shear strain in
percentage (%).
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Classification Models
To classify individuals with and without plaques, 50

combinations of 4 or less features were tested for each of the 6
datasets (5 imputations and 1 complete dataset) for a total of
300 combinations. Thirty combinations, corresponding to 5
best combinations for each of the 6 datasets, provided highest
AUC-ROCs ranging between 0.77 and 0.79 for the RF
classification model. In the case of LR classification, highest
AUC-ROCs were between 0.76 and 0.78. Using only PLWH,
highest AUC-ROCs to classify individuals with and without
plaques ranged from 0.77 to 0.81 for RF and from 0.72 to
0.77 for LR. Figure 3 shows ROC curves with highest AUCs
of all 6 datasets for each classification model, and for each of
the 2 databases (all subjects and PLWH). Figure 4 shows the
5 highest AUC-ROCs obtained with imputed and complete
datasets for both populations.

The 3-way analysis of variance showed statistically
significant effects of the classification model (P = 2e-16),
database (P = 1.9e-15), and dataset (P = 2e-16). AUC-ROCs
were statistically significantly higher when using the RF
classification model. Higher AUC-ROCs were also obtained
with the whole database (largest sample size). They were also

higher when using the complete dataset compared with
imputations; but there was no statistically significant difference
between classification performances using the different impu-
tated datasets. Table 3 shows averaged AUC-ROC values for
both classification models and databases, with P-values of
Tukey multiple comparisons test of classification model factor.

Associative Predictions
For both RF and LR, the 50 combinations with highest

AUC-ROCs contained only 12 of the 27 features selected in
the classification models. Table 4 shows these 12 features and
their occurrence in the 50 top combinations to classify
subjects with plaques from the database including all
participants. Traditional cardiovascular risk factors of age,
smoking status, pulse pressure, and HIV status were most
often selected as predictors of carotid plaque presence with
RF (Table 4, left column). Four US strain elastography
parameters contributed to the highest AUC-ROC classifica-
tions; the most frequent being the MaxAS.

In LR, the 5 clinical features associated with highest
AUC-ROCs were age, HIV status, smoking status, pack-years,

FIGURE 2. Right common carotid artery of a 59-year-old male control participant with high strains. Two-dimensional longitudinal B-
mode image reconstructed from radiofrequency data with axial strain superimposed on the segmented far wall of the carotid artery
(A), and axial strain time-varying curves over 3 cardiac cycles (B). The MaxAS is computed from the maximum of each cycle (red
curve), whereas the CAS is displayed in (B). Panels (C and D) show the axial shear strain magnitude superimposed on the B-mode
image, and time-varying axial shear strain magnitude curves. The MaxjShSj is computed from the maximum of each cycle (red curve),
whereas the CjShSj is displayed in (D). Strains and shear strains were cumulated over each cardiac cycle independently. Cardiac cycles
are delimited by yellow lines on panels (B and D). Color maps depict strain and shear strain in percentage (%).
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and sex (Table 4, right column). The most contributing US
strain imaging feature in the LR model was the MaxjShSj. The
cIMT had the same occurrence as MaxjShSj. Diabetes, pulse
pressure, and CAS were also part of feature combinations
yielding the highest AUC-ROCs.

For the database containing exclusively PLWH, com-
binations of features yielding the highest AUC-ROCs con-
tained 13 and 15 of the 32 features for RF and LR
classification, respectively; these features and their occurrence
are shown in Table 5. All US strain imaging features occurred
in some of the highest AUC-ROC combinations of features.
Features specific to PLWH were used in classification
models: ART exposure and duration were part of the best
AUC-ROC combinations for RF, and ART exposure and HIV
duration were retained biomarkers for LR. In both classifica-
tion models, the 5 most occurring features to classify all
subjects were also in the most occurring ones for PLWH
(Tables 4 and 5).

DISCUSSION
In this cross-sectional study, carotid US strain imaging of a

plaque-free arterial wall segment was performed in PLWH and
HIV-negative subjects. Vascular elasticity measures provide
information about arterial wall hardening associated with CVD
risk and events41–43 and with HIV infection.24,25 Because there is
currently no specific predictive score of ischemic stroke risk for
PLWH,44 machine learning was used to find associations
between plaque presence in carotid arteries and novel strain
imaging features. Among tested traditional cardiovascular risk
factors and cIMT measurements, HIV status and strain imaging
features were associated with the presence of carotid artery
plaques. Subjects in this study had low-to-moderate cardiovas-
cular risk (Framingham score) and had a carotid plaque
prevalence of 33% (42% in PLWH) based on wall
thickening .1 mm. These plaques were mostly associated with
low-grade stenoses (Table 1).

TABLE 1. Clinical Biomarkers, Clinical Ultrasound Imaging
Features, and Ultrasound Strain Imaging Features Considered
in Machine Learning Models for Individuals With and Without
Plaques

With
Plaque (61)

No Plaque
(125)

Missing
N P

Clinical features

Age (yr) 61 6 8 55 6 7 0 7.8e-7*

Male, n (%) 55 (90%) 104 (83%) 0 0.30

HIV positive, n (%) 43 (70%) 59 (47%) 0 0.005*

Framingham risk score 14.3 6 7.8 10.6 6 5.3 14 0.0028*

Creatinine 81 6 15 80 6 15 5 0.53

Low-density
lipoprotein
cholesterol

2.80 6 1.06 3.01 6 0.85 13 0.084

High-density
lipoprotein
cholesterol

1.38 6 0.38 1.32 6 0.40 9 0.30

Heart rate
(beats per min)

62 6 6 64 6 8 0 0.51

Pulse pressure
(mm Hg)

47 6 11 46 6 8 1 0.35

Systolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

121 6 13 122 6 11 1 0.55

Diastolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

75 6 9 76 6 9 1 0.27

High waist
circumference,
n (%)

17 (28%) 35 (28%) 1 1.00

Diabetes, n (%) 1 (2%) 6 (5%) 0 0.51

Hypertension, n (%) 19 (31%) 30 (24%) 1 0.19

Statin usage, n (%) 19 (31%) 23 (18%) 0 0.078

Smoking status, n (%) 2 0.005*

Current smoker 18 (30%) 16 (13%)

Former smoker 28 (46%) 48 (38%)

Never smoker 15 (25%) 59 (47%)

Pack-years 21 6 25 11 6 19 6 0.0007*

Physical activity,
n (%)

6 0.060

30 min, daily 28 (46%) 47 (38%)

30 min,
3 times a wk

6 (10%) 34 (27%)

30 min, weekly 4 (7%) 7 (6%)

No physical activity 21 (34%) 33 (26%)

Clinical ultrasound
imaging features

Resistivity index CCA 0.75 6 0.05 0.75 6 0.05 1 0.68

Resistivity index ICA 0.64 6 0.05 0.63 6 0.05 9 0.23

cIMT (mm) 0.57 6 0.08 0.54 6 0.06 0 0.002*

Plaque thickness 0

Average (mm) 1.25 6 0.34 NA

Maximum (mm) 1.98 6 0.73 NA

Stenosis percentage,
n (%)

1

,50% 59 NA

50%–69% 1 NA

$70% 0 NA

Strain imaging features

MaxAS (%) 0.53 6 0.19 0.50 6 0.20 0 0.18

TABLE 1. (Continued ) Clinical Biomarkers, Clinical Ultrasound
Imaging Features, and Ultrasound Strain Imaging Features
Considered in Machine Learning Models for Individuals With
and Without Plaques

With
Plaque (61)

No Plaque
(125)

Missing
N P

CAS (%) 3.16 6 1.42 2.77 6 1.11 0 0.14

MaxjShSj (%) 0.19 6 0.07 0.19 6 0.09 0 0.93

CjShSj (%) 2.73 6 0.99 2.48 6 1.14 0 0.016*

CAT (%) 0.28 6 0.10 0.27 6 0.10 0 0.72

CLT (%) 0.43 6 0.19 0.43 6 0.17 0 0.90

Column “Missing N” shows the number of subjects with missing data.
Pulse pressure: systolic minus diastolic blood pressure.
High waist circumference: over 102 cm in males or over 88 cm in females.
*Statistically significant at P , 0.05 (unpaired t-tests for continuous normally

distributed variables, Mann–Whitney tests for continuous nonnormally distributed var-
iables, and x2 goodness-of-fit tests for dichotomous variables).
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In both RF and LR models, risk factors of age, HIV
status, smoking status, pack-years, and sex, that have been
previously associated with CVD,2,45 were found to detect
plaque presence (Table 4). In RF classifications, the MaxAS
was the fourth most frequent in highest AUC-ROC combi-
nations. This arterial biomechanical parameter was more
often associated with plaque presence than the HIV status,
sex, and systolic blood pressure. The cIMT was absent in
retained features of RF classifications but retained in the LR
model. Different features were found in RF and LR
combinations, possibly because RF also has the ability to
find nonlinear associations.46 RF provided the best perfor-
mance in AUC-ROCs.

Associative Predictions in PLWH
In classification tests performed in PLWH, where the

sample size was lower, a higher number of features appeared
in best combinations. Both classification strategies seemed
consistent in AUC-ROC performance. Indeed, the 5 most

frequent features to classify the whole database in each model
were also present to classify PLWH (excluding the HIV status
that was not used in the PLWH database; Tables 4 and 5).
More clinical and imaging features predicted the presence of
plaque in PLWH compared with all subjects. Because
traditional CVD risk prediction models tend to underestimate
CVD risk among PLWH,3 specific models considering US
mechanical strain features could add valuable information in
the CVD risk management in PLWH.

US strain imaging features were measured in plaque-
free segments of the CCA wall. Reduced arterial elasticity in
PLWH was also observed using other vascular stiffness
measurements, such as pulse wave velocity and distensibility
measures24,26; however, these methods that do not locally
assess carotid artery did not always find a difference between
PLWH and control subjects.47 Overall, in RF and LR models,
strain parameters contributed to the best performing feature
combinations at least as frequently as classic CVD risk factors
such as sex, cholesterol, and systolic blood pressure that
accounted for 7%–11% of the explained variance in carotid
plaque areas.48 Unsurprisingly, age and smoking status
occurred most often in the best AUC-ROC combinations;
they have indeed been shown to account for 14%–50% of the
explained variance in carotid plaque areas.48,49 MaxAS and
MaxjShSj occurrences were consistent when analyzing either
all participants or only PLWH in the RF and LR models.
These features provided classification information in machine
learning models even though, as shown in Table 1, they were
not statistically significantly different between subjects with
and without plaques. Their association with carotid plaque
presence might be nonlinear or had interactions with
other covariables.

Compared with traditional statistical models, machine
learning can improve the accuracy of cardiovascular risk

TABLE 2. Clinical Biomarkers Related to PLWH That Were
Used in Machine Learning Models for Individuals With and
Without Plaques

With
Plaque (43)

No
Plaque (59)

Missing
N P

Clinical features

HIV duration (yr) 21 6 8 18 6 8 1 0.017*

ART duration (yr) 16 6 7 14 6 7 7 0.24

Any exposure to ART 39 (91%) 56 (95%) 2 0.21

CD4+ T-cell count
(cells/mm3)

582 6 221 598 6 286 5 0.99

Ratio CD4+/CD8+ 0.97 6 0.52 0.91 6 0.48 5 0.64

*Statistically significant at P , 0.05 (unpaired t-tests for continuous normally
distributed variables, Mann–Whitney tests for continuous nonnormally distributed var-
iables, and x2 goodness-of-fit tests for dichotomous variables).

FIGURE 3. ROC curves with highest AUC of all 6 datasets
(complete and imputation) for plaque presence detection with
RF and LR for all subjects (N = 186) and for PLWH only
(N = 102).

FIGURE 4. AUC-ROCs of the 5 most discriminant combina-
tions of 4 features or less to identify the presence of plaque on
complete and imputated datasets (Imp1–Imp5) using RF and
LR classification models for all subjects (N = 186) and for PLWH
only (N = 102). Points represent the AUC-ROC obtained from
classification with different combinations of 4 features or less.
Red square and blue circle markers correspond, respectively,
to RF and LR classification models; filled and empty symbols
correspond, respectively, to all subjects and PLWH only. The
symbols with the highest value in each of the database and
model (all datasets combined) correspond to ROC curves in
Figure 3.
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prediction.27 Indeed, statistically significantly higher AUC-
ROCs were obtained with RF classification compared with
LR (Table 3). However, the difference was small when the
database included all subjects. As shown in Figure 3, the 5
highest AUC-ROCs for each dataset were close. The
improved performance of the RF classification model was
more substantial when studying only PLWH, but, in these
tests, the database had a lower sample size.

Data imputation enabled the usage of all participants in
classification models even when data were missing (Table 1).
Because combinations of 4 features or less were used in tested
classification models as opposed to using all 27 parameters
(or 32 for PLWH), the number of participants with at least
one missing value in subsets of 4 or less features were often
less than 20% of the whole population. For example,
combinations of features from Table 4 had missing data in
3% of participants at most. Because features with high
number of missing entries in Table 1, such as the Framingham
risk score, were not part of combinations yielding the highest
AUC-ROCs, the proportion of participants with complete
data in subsets of 4 or less features from the imputated

datasets was higher than for the same datasets including
all features.

AUC-ROCs computed with the complete dataset were
statistically significantly higher than those of imputated
datasets. However, differences were small with 95% confi-
dence intervals over the mean difference of 0.011 to 0.018
and 0.020 to 0.030 for RF and LR models, respectively. The
difference of means between complete and imputated dataset
results was the highest for the LR classification of PLWH
exclusively (95% CI of 0.036 to 0.047). The smaller sample
size of the PLWH database was thus more problematic for the
LR classification where the generalization error differences
were greater.

Study Limitations
This study from a prospective cohort was retrospective

and based on robust machine learning with bootstrapping to
improve consistency of predictions. Associations with plaque
presence were found by considering traditional cardiovascular
risk factors, conditions specific to PLWH, and novel US
strain imaging mechanical biomarkers; but future plaque
development or progression was not predicted. Prospective
carotid artery follow-up studies would deserve to be con-
ducted using the proposed elastography imaging parameters.

The relatively small sample size particularly in the case
of associations found with the PLWH database is also a
limitation. Quantitative measures of plaques such as their
areas might be more sensitive in predicting CVD risk than the

TABLE 3. Mean AUC-ROC Obtained for Combinations of 4 or
Less Features, for the Prediction of Carotid Atherosclerotic
Plaque Presence

RF AUC-ROC
(n = 30)

LR AUC-ROC
(n = 30) P

Classification of all
subjects

0.775 6 0.007 0.764 6 0.005 0.0001

Classification of
PLWH

0.787 6 0.007 0.733 6 0.016 2e-16

P-values are for multiple comparisons of classification models with Tukey test for
the 5 highest AUC-ROCs (of each dataset).

TABLE 4. Occurrence of Features in Combinations Yielding
Highest Classification AUCs Using the Database Containing All
Subjects (N = 186), for the Prediction of Carotid
Atherosclerotic Plaque Presence

RF LR

Features
No. of

Combinations Features
No. of

Combinations

Age 30 Age 30

Smoking
status

27 HIV status 27

Pulse pressure 14 Smoking
status

18

MaxAS 11 Pack-years 12

Sex 10 Sex 10

HIV status 8 MaxjShSj 8

MaxjShSj 5 cIMT 8

Systolic BP 5 Diabetes 5

CAT 3 CAS 1

CjShSj 3 Pulse pressure 1

BP, blood pressure.

TABLE 5. Occurrence of Features in Combinations Yielding
Highest Classification AUCs Using the Database Containing
Exclusively PLWH (N = 102), for the Prediction of Carotid
Atherosclerotic Plaque Presence

RF LR

Features
No. of

Combinations Features
No. of

Combinations

Age 27 Age 26

Smoking status 24 Smoking status 21

MaxAS 11 Sex 23

Pulse pressure 11 Systolic BP 15

Sex 9 Pack-years 5

ART exposure 9 MaxjShSj 5

HDL-C 6 CjShSj 5

ART duration 5 Diastolic BP 4

Creatinine 5 ART exposure 3

High waist
circumference

2 HIV duration 2

Systolic BP 2 Framingham
risk

2

Diabetes 2 RI ICA 2

CAT 1 CAS 1

CLT 1

LDL-C 1

HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol; RI, resistivity index.
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presence of plaque.10 With a larger sample size and the
subsequent larger subset of subjects with plaques, associa-
tions of strain features with carotid plaque area could also be
investigated. In the database of PLWH, the history of
exposure to different ART regimens was not available; the
association of different ART regimens to presence of carotid
artery plaque should also be investigated.

Another limitation, related to the use of machine
learning, is the lack of mechanistic interpretation to explain
the association between the presence of plaque and selected
features because linear relations between the model output
and inputs are not measured with RF. Nonetheless, carotid
artery translation and strain parameters used here were shown
to be of value to assess premature atherosclerosis in other
studies16,17,50 and advanced plaques of symptomatic and
asymptomatic patients with carotid artery stenoses.51–53 The
new US imaging arsenal proposed here for assessing artery
wall biomechanics may be of value to study noninvasively
plaque progression and stroke risk in PLWH (and in the
general population). Associations made in this study need to
be confirmed prospectively.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study revealed that strain imaging

features complemented traditional cardiovascular risk factors
to classify individuals with carotid artery plaques whether in a
group of control subjects and PLWH or in a group exclusively
including PLWH. This study may guide establishing pre-
diction models for prospective detection and prevention of
early atherosclerosis and plaque progression in PLWH and
thus improve the management of CVDs in this population.
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